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ABOUT TH
HIS BOOK

The main idea of statistical con
nvergence is to dem
mand convergencee only for a majoritty of elements of a sequence. This method
m
of convergeence
has been inveestigated in many fundamental
f
areas of mathematics suuch as: measure thheory, approximatiion theory, fuzzy logic theory, summ
mability
theory, and soo on. In this monograph we considerr this concept in appproximating a funnction by linear opperators, especiallyy when the classicaal limit
fails. The resuults of this book not only cover the classical
c
and statisstical approximatioon theory, but also are applied in thee fuzzy logic via thhe
fuzzy-valued operators. The authors in particular treat the importannt Korovkin approxximation theory off positive linear opperators in statisticcal and
fuzzy sense. They
T
also present various statistical approximation theeorems for some sppecific real and coomplex-valued lineear operators that are
a not
positive. Thiss is the first monog
graph in Statisticall Approximation Theory
T
and Fuzziness. The chapters are
a self-contained and several advannced
courses can be
b taught.
The research findings will be useful in various appplications includinng applied and com
mputational matheematics, stochasticcs, engineering, arttificial
intelligence, vision
v
and machin
ne learning. This monograph
m
is directted to graduate stuudents, researcherss, practitioners andd professors of all
disciplines.
Content Levvel » Research
Keywords » Intelligent Modeliing - Intelligent Syystems - Statisticall Approximation Theory
T
Related subjects » Artificial In
ntelligence - Matheematical & Compuutational Methods - Physical & Infoormation Science
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About this book
Solves mathematical analysis problems with all four related main software Matlab, Mathcad,
Mathematica and Maple
Contains many exercises, solved both mathematically and by computer, using: Matlab 7.9, Mathcad 14,
Mathematica 8 or Maple 15 programming languages
Written by leading experts in the field
Real Analysis is a discipline of intensive study in many institutions of higher education, because it
contains useful concepts and fundamental results in the study of mathematics and physics, of the
technical disciplines and geometry. This book is the first one of its kind that solves mathematical analysis
problems with all four related main software Matlab, Mathcad, Mathematica and Maple. Besides the
fundamental theoretical notions, the book contains many exercises, solved both mathematically and by
computer, using: Matlab 7.9, Mathcad 14, Mathematica 8 or Maple 15 programming languages. The
book is divided into nine chapters, which illustrate the application of the mathematical concepts using

the computer. Each chapter presents the fundamental concepts and the elements required to solve the
problems contained in that chapter and finishes with some problems left to be solved by the readers.
The calculations can be verified by using a specific software such as Matlab, Mathcad, Mathematica or
Maple.
Content Level » Research
Keywords » Analysis - Intelligent Routines - Intelligent Systems - MAtlab - Maple - Mathcad Mathematica
Related subjects » Analysis - Computational Intelligence and Complexity - Computational Science &
Engineering
Table of contents
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ABOUT THIS BOOK

This brief monograph is the first one to deal exclusively with the quantitative approximation by artificial neural
networks to the identity-unit operator. Here we study with rates the approximation properties of the "right" sigmoidal
and hyperbolic tangent artificial neural network positive linear operators. In particular we study the degree of
approximation of these operators to the unit operator in the univariate and multivariate cases over bounded or
unbounded domains. This is given via inequalities and with the use of modulus of continuity of the involved function
or its higher order derivative. We examine the real and complex cases.
For the convenience of the reader, the chapters of this book are written in a self-contained style.
This treatise relies on author's last two years of related research work.
Advanced courses and seminars can be taught out of this brief book. All necessary background and motivations are
given per chapter. A related list of references is given also per chapter. The exposed results are expected to find
applications in many areas of computer science and applied mathematics, such as neural networks, intelligent
systems, complexity theory, learning theory, vision and approximation theory, etc. As such this monograph is suitable
for researchers, graduate students, and seminars of the above subjects, also for all science libraries.
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Related subjects » Applications - Artificial Intelligence - Computational Intelligence and Complexity
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PLEASE USE THE FILE BACK COVER!
Knowledge can be modelled and computed using computational mathematical methods, then lead to real world
conclusions. The strongly related to that Computational Analysis is a very large area with lots of applications. This
monograph includes a great variety of topics of Computational Analysis. We present: probabilistic wavelet
approximations, constrained abstract approximation theory, shape preserving weighted approximation, non positive
approximations to definite integrals, discrete best approximation, approximation theory of general Picard singular
operators including global smoothness preservation property, fractional singular operators. We also deal with nonisotropic general Picard singular multivariate operators and q-Gauss-Weierstrass singular q-integral operators.We
talk about quantitative approximations by shift-invariant univariate and multivariate integral operators, nonlinear
neural networks approximation, convergence with rates of positive linear operators, quantitative approximation by
bounded linear operators, univariate and multivariate quantitative approximation by stochastic positive linear
operators on univariate and multivariate stochastic processes. We further present right fractional calculus and give
quantitative fractional Korovkin theory of positive linear operators. We also give analytical inequalities, fractional Opial
inequalities, fractional identities and inequalities regarding fractional integrals.We further deal with semigroup
operator approximation, simultaneous Feller probabilistic approximation. We also present Fuzzy singular operator
approximations.We give transfers from real to fuzzy approximation and talk about fuzzy wavelet and fuzzy neural
networks approximations, fuzzy fractional calculus and fuzzy Ostrowski inequality. We talk about discrete fractional
calculus, nabla discrete fractional calculus and inequalities.We study the q-inequalities, and q-fractional inequalities.
We further study time scales: delta and nabla approaches, duality principle and inequalities. We introduce delta and
nabla time scales fractional calculus and inequalities.We finally study convergence with rates of approximate
solutions to exact solution of multivariate Dirichlet problem and multivariate heat equation, and discuss the
uniqueness of solution of general evolution partial differential equation in multivariate time. The exposed results are

expected to find applications to: applied and computational mathematics, stochastics, engineering, artificial
intelligence, vision, complexity and machine learning. This monograph is suitable for graduate students and
researchers.
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Introduction.- Convex Probabilistic Wavelet like Approximation.- Bidimensional Constrained Wavelet like
Approximation.- Multidimensional Probabilistic Scale Approximation.- Multidimensional probabilistic approximation in
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Rates by Fractional Smooth Picard.- Singular Operators.- Multivariate Generalized Picard Singular Integral
Operators.- Approximation by q-Gauss-Weierstrass Singular Integral Operators.- Quantitative Approximation by
Univariate Shift-Invariant.- Integral Operators.
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